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Abstract

Introduction
The paper is related to the physical processes
in the SPT channel. The ion and electrons
dynamics equations are established and the We investigated physical phenomena in
experimental determination of electrons accelerator with closed electron drift
distribution finction is shown. Electrons are shown on fig 1. Topogramms of magnetic
distributed in three groups of different energy. lines of force ' = const and electric
These measurements are essential for the SPT potential are also shown. We must note,
optimization. that magnetic field increases from anode

to outlet, where there is the main voltage
drop. The characteristic dimensions are

List of symbols the length of channel L = 42 mm,
A Normalizing coefficient clearance between dielectric walls h = 16
Ae  Potential vector component mm, magnetic field at outlet H'100Gs,

c Spd of ght electric field E " 100V/cm, neutral density
c Speed of lih no101 3 cm-3 electron density
e Electron charge ne-101 1cm-3, electron temperature
E Electrostatic field (mean energy) E '10-20eV. experimental
f Distribution function investigation was carried out with small
F probes rp'rd, where r -radius of the
h Distance between channel walls probe, rd -Debye length and the spectral
H Magnetic field methods were used to check the results,

I Integral of motion obtained with probes [1].
L Lengh of channel
m Electron mass
m Mass flow 1.- Ion dynamics
M on mass
na Atom density
ne Electrons density Ion dynamics is obvious : when an ion
ni  Ion density appears, it is accelerated by electrostatic
r Radial coordinate field. That magnetic it is a very good
rd  Debye length approximation to admit field and collisions
rp Probe radius are negligible for ions. Ion motion ist Time described by equation:
Ud Discharge voltage
v Particle speed M dvi = eE, (1)
V Potential dt
z Axial coordinate

and ion appears with zero velocity and
Italic letters then moves practically along electric lines

E Electron energy of force. Thus, if one knows $(x), he may
P Moment plot the electrostatic lines sector of

escape, and if ion appears in this sector, it
Greek letters leaves the channel. Fig 2 represents the

• Constant distribution of electric potential for Xe,Y  Consant when m = 2mg/s, Ud = 220 V, H = 150Gs.A Energy spread Since the ionization distribution in channel
0 Potential of SPT is known, one may obtain that
SMagnetic flux function each atom of Xe is ionized twice. In order

e Angular coordinates to calculate the dynamics of heavy
p Maximum energy of slow electrons particles (atoms and ions) it is necessary
S Angular frequd potentialcy to solve the system of two kinetic
SGeneralized potential equations:

I qatos
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(vV)fi+ e F df = <ov>ion fane (2)
p dV 2.1.- Experimental method of

determination of electron
(vV)fa = - <v>ion fane ; ne = ni = fidv distribution function

One must know the electron distribution
function in order to solve this system. This function was determined with

probes. The plain etched probes € = 0,2
mm (diameter of ceramic tube 0,8 mm)

2.- Electron dynamics were inserted into the accelerator
channel (see fig 1).

Electron trajectories are intricate and Measurements were done at z = 10, 20,
mean free paths except of ionization, are 30, 42 mm from anode and at r = 20, 24,
greater than dimensions of system 28, 32, 36 mm (r = 36 mm is the outer
channel. One must use the properties of insulator). Dryvestein [2] suggested the
distribution function and study method of determination of electron
collisionless Vlassov equation : distribution function from the probe

characteristics by the double
Dfe = dfe + (vV)fe - e [E +1 [vH]] dfe = 0 differentiation, when function depends
Dt dt m e dv only on particle energy:

(3)
fe = f(E) = f(mv2 - e) (8)

The general stationary solution for axial 2
systems with poloidal magnetic field
depends on four integrals of motion It was shown [3], that, using volt-ampere

characteristics of probe, which are
f = Fm [11, 12, 13, 14] (4) obtained at various Y and , one may

determine distribution of slow electrons
fe s [E, FP, which depends on two

We shall write two of them variables

11 = E= mv2 - e 4 (r,z) = const feS[E, = d2 Je 3 Je) m r2 2 1
2 2ne3 Ld 42 (d 4 dVp) e ]

(9)
12 = P= mrv6 - e Y(r,z) = const

c
(5) Current density on the probe oriented

along z, is
Where IV (r,z) = rA0 - is magnetic flux
function. Integrals 13, 14 depend on Jz [4, i] = (Uz e (mv 2-ed mver- e V) dv
particular distributions of electric potential J 2 c
0(r,z) and magnetic flux function. There is (10)
the group of long-living electrons in SPT,
which are reflected from walls due to
volumetric and near-wall E-fields, their One may treat this equation as integral
distribution function must forget about all equation for the unknown function
characteristics properties of trajectories fe s [E, FP
and must depend only on E and P. We
shall call these electrons slow, their Volt ampere characteristic of the probe
distribution function is: was obtained by standard method, step

was 1V. For the measurement of the first
fe= Fe (E,P) (6) derivative of probe signal, which is

proportional, the first derivative was
Of course there are also fast electrons, derived as shown on fig 3. The second
which penetrate through near wall barriers derivative was calculated numerically
and reach the wall. For this group we from known first derivative, and error was
have: about 20 %

fe = F (E, P, 13 14) (7)
2



2.2.- The dynamics of slow electrons (15)

It was revealed that, with a good {1 when x >o
approximation, E-field is proportional to * [x] = {0 when x <0
Hr. This means, that electron component
rotates as a solid. We called this regime
isodrift [4]. In this case the distribution Where:
function of slow electrons depends on
one variable. Eo - maximal initial energy of fast

electrons in zone of ionization where it is
Z = E- P= E, k - ex (11) close to maximal

energy of slow electrons
Where Q = U9/r -angular frequency of
rotation of electron cloud A - energy width of fe, which remains

nearly constant,
ex = e - ae p + m22r2

c 2 y and B are constants,

Ek = m [U2 r + U2z + (UE - Qr)2  z1 corresponds to maximal ionization.
2

Dynamics of fast electrons is shown on
Hence fig 5, it was obtained by Dryvestein

method for various points in the channel.
fe s (E,P) = f (Z) = f [mv2* - ex] One may see, , that maximum fe

2 decreases exponentially from ionization
(12) zone towards anode, and with

Experiment revealed that values F (x) for A = Emax - Emin
various points in the channel are near
two straight lines, one line corresponds remains nearly constant. The central
to area between zone of ionization and point of distribution function moves
anode, the other corresponds to area towards anode linearly with voltage.
between cathode and zone of ionization Electrons, which scatter unelastically
[5]. So, one can describe distribution from walls, form intermediate group [8],
function of slow electrons by linear their distribution is close to plateau, i.e to
function, a function with constant or smoothly

decreasing amplitude, which becomes
fe s =A {p - E > E* (13) zero at some energy.

0 p <Em

Where p is the maximal energy
3.- Dynamics of neutral component

A = 15 nm ne-5/2  (14)
16V2

Investigation of neutrals and ionization
The dynamics of electron distribution density in SPT channel [9] was carried out
function, obtained experimentally is spectroscopically. It was shown that
represented on fig 4. plasma in SPT is nonequlibrium. In some

regions plasma is described by corona
model. If it is so, then the neutrals
intensity of atomic lines Xe 1 482,9 and

2.3.- The dynamics of fast electrons 450 nm distribution is

The precondition for appearance of fast I - no * ne (16)
electrons in the channel is electron
scattering on the walls and near-wall It was shown, that neutral density at the
conductivity [6]. Fast electrons appear in inlet of channel is about 1014 cm- 3 , near
zone of ionization and scatter elastically the anode, in the region with width about 2
on walls. In [7] it was shown, that a quite cm neutral density decreases to 1013
reasonable approximation for fast cm- 3 in zone of excitation, then increase
electrons is given by the formula: toward the outlet up to 5.1013 cm- 3

fea = Be-y(z - zl)e [1 -LE-i E
A2

3
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4.- Conclusion

Qualitative features of electron distribution
function in SPT have been ascertained. It
is shown, that there are three groups of
electrons, slow, intermediate and fast. Ion
and neutral dynamics is also studied.

Obtained results are interesting for
plasma dynamics. But they have also the
practical significance for SPT, which are
used intensively as propulsion thrusters
and as instruments for plasma
technology. It is natural, that optimization
of SPT is essentially the optimization of
electron distribution function, which is
responsible for intensity of ionization of
neutrals and for electrostatic field
distribution in channel.

We must note also, that investigations of
electron distribution function and near-
wall conductivity revealed the whole world
of near-wall phenomena in SPT, which
appeared to be much more rich, than one
could think earlier.
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Fig 1 - Experimental accelerator
1. magnetic circuit
2. accelerating channel
3. dielectric channel
4. anode
5. cathode

-6. magnet coils
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Fig 4. Distribution of slow electrons between
anode and zone of ionization 6 6O
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Fig 5. Distribution of fast electrons in the
channel
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